BIO GEN NEXT HEALTH PLUS (OPC) PVT. LTD.

- Clinic Gen Next
- Gen Pharma
- Franchise Distribution
- Global Customer Care
- Gen Next Technologies
- Medical Tourism
- Research & Development
OUR JOURNEY

2015
CLINIC GEN NEXT

2016
CALL CENTER

2017
IT SOLUTIONS

2018
BIO GEN NEXT

2019
BIO GEN NEXT

2019
GEN PHARMA

2020
FRANCHISE DEVELOPMENT

2020
GLOBAL REQUIREMENT SERVICE

2021
EXPANSION IN OTHER COUNTRY

2021
OPEN CANADA OPERATION

2021
IMMIGRATION SERVICE

BIO GEN NEXT HEALTH PLUS
Dr. KUNAL SINGH
Managing Director

- Give strategic advice and report results and findings to chairman and board members.
- Keep all relevant stakeholders informed of developments online with company's objectives.
- Manage resources, including the attracting, hiring and retention of personnel.
- Ensure employees move in the same strategic direction to achieve its mission.
- Create and report on business plans, monitoring its efficacy and progress.
- Remain close to all stakeholders including the chairman and board members, staff, clients, key-decision makers and external service suppliers.
- Research and implement new initiatives to drive revenue, lower operating costs while maintain quality products that are competitive, all while results and are consistent with the overall strategy and mission.
- Develop high quality business strategies and plans ensuring their alignment with short-term and long-term objectives.
- Lead and motivate subordinates delivery excellent customer support.
- Continuous monitoring of the annual budget and ensure that revenue/sales targets are met.
- Manage and report on the effective implementation of a marketing strategy to maintain market relevance and promote products and services to increase sales.
- Manage key personnel, clients and service providers.
Why Us?

More Than 1 lakh Lives Transformed Be A Part of Ever Growing
MR. KUNAL SINGH
Managing Director
A great entrepreneur and world class aesthetic surgeon, who is source of inspiration and bench mark for all his employee.

MRS. MEGHA SINGH
General Manager
A skin specialist, aesthetic trainer and a motivative under whose supervision entire team grows as a well groom and equipped professional, who are ready to take all upcoming challenges.

MR. SHASHANK GUPTA
Assistant General Manager
He has been with us for over a decade and is a wealth of experience and knowledge to help patients along the way as they develop a treatment plan.
MR. VIKAS KATYAL
ASSOCIATE
CHARTED ACCOUNTANT
FINACIAL ADVISOR

MR. HIMASHU MAHAJAN
VICE PRESIDENT
SALES
Dedicated his life to understand the core of sales with gaining knowledge in the branch of Trichology.

MR. SADDAM HUSSAIN
ASSOCIATE
LAWYER
LEGAL CONSULTANT
Dr. Kunal Singh
Founder & Managing Director

brings vast experience and professional expertise to hair restoration. He specializes in hair transplant surgery and has performed more than Upto 5000 hair transplant procedures in the last two decades. A University of MAMC (Maulana Azad Medical College) graduate and done specialization in hair transplant surgery from Greifswald university of Germany, leader in his field, Dr. Kunal Singh a warm welcome to all visitors to this website. At our clinic, Dr.Kunal Singh provides patients with hair loss evaluation, diagnosis, and treatment recommendations. A recognized leader in the field of hair transplant and restoration, Dr. Kunal brings additional experience and surgical expertise to the Hair Transplant Institute of Delhi. Dr. Kunal Singh is expert of the Follicular Isolation Technique (FIT), a revolutionary new method of hair surgery that extracts individual donor hairs without making a visible linear scar. Dr. Kunal also developed the Ledge Trichophytic closure technique to further reduce the signs of surgical hair restoration via transplant procedure. We invite visitors to browse our website to learn more about our leading surgical and non-surgical transplant and restoration options. We are pleased to offer the following treatments for men and women who suffer with hair loss:

Hair transplant surgery. Our clinic offers a number of transplant options, including strip-donor procedures, and robotic follicular unit extraction (FUE) transplants with the revolutionary new System.
Dr. Megha Singh
Founder & General Manager

Dr. Megha is a Medical Graduate, Aesthetic Physician, Nutritionist Founder of Clinic Gen.Next. Dr. Megha has taken the concept of beauty to greater heights. When Beauty domain was highly unorganized across the India (2004) with a pledge to revolutionise this sector first company came into existence in 2009 "Genesis Wellness Clinic" and 2007 "Clinic Gen.Next". Clinic Gen.Next is to day widely recognized for its consumer Trust. With a vision to cover entire country and soon in Canada US, UK, Singapore.

Dr. Megha's main aim is to transform lines into good looking human being by providing and supervising advanced technologies.
SHANE ALAM

Had a wonderful experience. It's been one year of my HT and result has been phenomenal. Very experienced Doctor with trained and courteous staff. Even after care is also very commendable.

SIMRAN KAUR

My first experience with clinic gennext was amazing, was very helpful and knowledgeable at his service. They guided me very well while taking the treatment for my skin and hair. I would love to come again and try other services too.

RAHUL

Got my hair transplant done from Clinic gen next, I was concerned about my hair line. But now after 3 months I am really satisfied with the results as it look natural now.

GOPAL

I have very good experience about this clinic. When I came here 1st time to talk to doctors. Talk experience was very good. I have completed for month of my hair transplant. Now my hair is growing. I want say to all you should come here and take experience of this clinic.

The beauty of this procedure is that it is just a 1 day procedure but you get natural, growing, non-maintenance, your own hair back for the rest of your life which you can wear and style according to your wish.

TOHIF

One of my friend got 100% results with complimentary services. All the staffs and doctors were very helpful and cooperative.

ABHINAV

Excellent service at a very good price, they gave me a stunning hair treatment as per my requirement in a short period of time. A creative team and very dedicated. Keep it up guys...Cheers

I have got a skin treatment with great results... I'm 100% satisfied with my results thank you so much clinic gennext
Services

**LASER HAIR REMOVAL**

Laser hair removal is the process of hair removal by means of exposure to pulses of laser light that destroy the hair follicle. It had been performed experimentally for about twenty years before becoming commercially.

**FUE HAIR TRANSPLANT**

A hair transplant is a procedure in which a dermatological surgeon moves hair to a bald area of the head. The surgeon usually moves hair from the back or side of the head to the front or top of the head. Hair transplants typically occur in a medical office under local anesthesia.

**SKIN CARE**

Skin care is the range of practices that support skin integrity, enhance its appearance and relieve skin conditions. They can include nutrition, avoidance of excessive sun exposure and appropriate use of emollients.

**SLIMMING**

The Slimming World diet is a flexible eating plan that discourages calorie counting and focuses on healthy foods, occasional indulgences, support through online or in-person meetings, an increased physical activity.
GLOBAL CONSULTING MODEL

Our Consulting Model Is Holistic And Unique. operating Across Industries And Geographies As One Unified, Multidimensional Team, We Bring Specialized Solutions To Each Client. We Help Clients With Complete Transformation—driving Multifaceted Change, Enabling Organizations To Grow, Building Competitive Advantage, And Enhancing Bottom-line.

Our Team Includes Doctors, IT Professionals, Digital Marketing Professionals, H.R Professionals & Other Professionals Who Are Expert In Their Field. They Join Us For The Opportunity To Apply Their Talents To Complex, Important Challenges.

UPCOMING LOCATION IN USA 2022

UPCOMING LOCATION IN UK 2022
As we decided to expand Bio Gen Next internationally after some R&D we came to finalize Canada because 1st of all we already have registered entity there and also there are some exceptional advantages of doing business in Canada. Let us elaborate on the top ten advantages of doing business in Canada.

1. LOWER CORPORATE TAXES
2. A STABLE ECONOMY
3. SOCIAL CONNECTION TO THE US
4. CANADA IS CONNECTED
5. A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
6. STRONG AND FREE
7. EQUALITY AND MULTICULTURALISM
8. ACCESS TO LATIN AMERICA
9. CLOSER TO U.S.A
MEDICAL ASPECTS
Review Patient Medical History, Medical Examination.

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS
Patient Questionnaire, Understanding The Patient’s Needs.

MATHEMATICAL ASPECTS
Computerized Alopecia Test, Calculate Total Number of Hair In Donor Area Total Number of Hair That Can Be Transferred In A Lifetime.

ARTISTIC ASPECTS
Hairline Design, Distribution of Hair, Extraction of Donor Area Photo And Patient Consent, Monitor Number of Follicles And Hair Extracted.
GEN PHARMA

We have now established a new brand with name of Gen. Pharma which produces medicine related to derma and skin. We are into constant research of making better affordable user friendly products that make our users happy and satisfied. We already have following products in markets that are doing well in there domains.
IMMIGRATION SERVICE

For Your Dream Country...
ABOUT US....

Welcome To Emmigen. Our one simple mission, to provide a source for access to immigration justice globally to those looking to work or invest and live in Canada or the United States. We strive to democratize immigration and make the process simple, so you can cut through the legal jargon. We understand the frustrations, and the stresses that overflow when dealing with complex paperwork, sometimes impossible, or often changing deadlines, immigration officials, and government agencies impose. we will be bridging the gaps between your dreams and the reality of taking your business to an international platform! Proudly, We have had the opportunity to lead large, complex, multi-thread, multi-location, and multi-language projects for Fortune 100 clients across the US, Canada, Europe, Middle East, and India! This gives us the required experience to help you set up/acquire the business in Canada and plan to live with your family in Canada. You can trust our global experience and rely on us for the fastest and reliable solutions to your way to Canada!
The Priority For Mr. Kunal Is His Patients’ Comfort And Outcome. Whether It’s An Invasive Or Non-invasive Procedure, Mr. Kunal’s Team Will Tailor A Treatment Plan For Each Patient In Order To Achieve The Best Results.

Dr Kunal is having a team of dedicated & highly trained, competent employees, which works under promising leadership, who have history of excellence. They can work proficiently in his absence.
Ratio plan of our business model. Last 10 years we got lots of Demand of hair Transplant And It’s a Core part of Business.
Thank You

info@biogennext.com

011-4566565, 9999177954

www.biogennextthealthplus.com